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I am trying to use Softube
AudioLab I am trying to make a

1/2 bus on my desktop in softube
(I am new to this) I have learned
how to make a 1/4 bus: I select

the cuepoints, and set the 'buffer'
to -44.0db I cannot figure out how
to do the other 1/2 bus. I know I
need to select the track, select
the cuepoints, and find a way to

set the -11.0db I am trying to find
a way to select the cuepoints and
set the buffer in terms of seconds
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and mic pre (I need this for
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VST plugins for some time now,
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the possibilities to share them
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and I finally can release it to the
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It's a Drum Machine with nearly
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use Softube AudioLab I am trying
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